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SOME REMARKS ON BELL INEQUALITIES

1) Bell´s attitude with respect to EPR: he accepted the argument

• He tried to construct a local hidden 
variable theory compatible with the
predictions of quantum mechanics:
FAILED.

• He tried to construct e theorem 
proving the impossibility:
SUCCESS.

• For this he had to formulate precise
definitions of local causality, 
completeness and what he called 
“beables”.



2) The concept of local causality by Bell
i) The intuitive one

ii) The precise one



3) Beables

Beables and conventions 



4) Completeness

What full specification means is that you don´t need to know
all the beables in region 3 but only the beables which the 
theory says that are important to calculate probabilities for 1.

This is important for the last assumption:



5) The “free variables`` assumption

The correlation of outcomes A and B is given by

He is assuming that ρ(λ) does not depend on a and b:

Commentary of Shimony, Horne and Clauser:



Conclusion about the consequences 
of Bell´s inequality:

 Violation of Bell´s inequality in any well posed theory
implies non-locality!

 IT IS NOT either non-locality or 
hidden variables-objective reality: IT IS NON-LOCALITY!

QUANTUM MECHANICS IS NON-LOCAL
           (IN THE SENSE OF BELL)
WHATEVER IS ITS INTERPRETATION! 





“The kinematics of the world, in this ortodox picture, is given by a
wave function for the quantum part, and classical variables 
-variables which have values - for the classical part: 
(Ψ(t,q ...), X(t) ...). The Xs are somehow macroscopic. This is not
spelled out very explicitly. The dynamics is not very precisely
formulated either. It includes a Schrödinger equation for the 
quantum part, and some sort of classical mechanics for the
classical part, and `collapse’ recipes for their interaction.

It seems to me that the only hope of precision with the dual (Ψ,x)
kinematics is to omit completely the shifty split, and let both Ψ and x
refer to the world as a whole. Then the xs must not be confined to
some vague macroscopic scale, but must extend to all scales.”

                                John Stewart Bell.

THE DE BROGLIE-BOHM THEORY



The de Broglie-Bohm interpretation

The guidance relation allows the 
determination of the trajectories 
(different from the classical)

If P(x,t=0) = A2 (x, t=0), all the statistical
predictions of quantum mechanics are recovered.

However, P(x,t=0) ≠ A2 (x, t=0), relaxes rapidly to P(x,t) = A2 (x, t) 
                                (quantum H theorem -- Valentini) 

Born rule deduced, not postulated



MEASUREMENT PROBLEM  Decoherence: explain why 
we do not see macroscopic interference, but... 

IT DOES NOT EXPLAIN THE 
UNICITY OF FACTS!



Solving the measurement problem:
position in configuration space determines 
chosen branch (depends on X0)







 Bohm-de Broglie: particles and fields have real 
trajectories, independently of any observation
(ontology). One trajectory enter in one branch and 
singularize it with respect to the others.

SOLUTION OF THE MEASUREMENT PROBLEM:



Some remarks

a) Q is highly non-local and context dependent!
(Bell´s inequalities are violated, like in usual QM)
It offers a simple characterization of the classical limit:
                                        Q=0

b) Probabilities are not fundamental in this theory. 
The unknown variable is the initial position.

c) With objective reality but with the same statistical
predictions of standard quantum theory.

d) One postulate more (existence of a particle trajectory) 
and two postulates less (collapse and Born rule) than 
standard quantum theory: 1-2 = -1 postulate





“In 1952 I saw the impossible done. It was in papers by David Bohm.
… the subjectivity of the orthodox version, the
necessary reference to the ‘observer,’ could be eliminated. . . . But why
then had Born not told me of this ‘pilot wave’? If only to point out
what was wrong with it? Why did von Neumann not consider it? . . .
Why is the pilot wave picture ignored in text books? Should it not be
taught, not as the only way, but as an antidote to the prevailing complacency?
To show us that vagueness, subjectivity, and indeterminism,
are not forced on us by experimental facts, but by deliberate theoretical
choice?” (Bell, page 160)

“I have always felt since that people who have
not grasped the ideas of those papers. . . and unfortunately they remain
the majority . . . are handicapped in any discussion of the meaning of
quantum mechanics”. (Bell, page 173)

Bell in Speakable and unspeakable in quantum mechanics



What happens with Bell´s inequalities?

                                 Initial
Ψ α f(rA) g(rB) ϕ(y) [φ(A+) φ(B-) – φ(A-) φ(B+)]

                           Final
Ψ α f(rA) g(rB) [ϕ(y-λδt) φ(A+) φ(B-) – 
                          ϕ(y+λδt) φ(A-) φ(B+)]

The phase will depend on all variables concerning particle A, particle B 
and the apparatus.

The evolution of particle A depends also on B variables and apparatus,
and vice-versa: violation of Bell´s assumption.



Is quantum mechanics compatible with 
special and general relativity fundamentally?

In de Broglie-Bohm theory, non-locality is explicit.

Using it, we may envisage the type of structure 
it can emerge.

Is there a special foliation and/or special vectors?



Important result: Teitelboim

Condition 1: path independence. Take some F(0)

X = X (xa) ;   X’ (xa) = X (xa) + X (xa) ;   H =(H0 , Hi)
 

                 F = d3x X {F, H},



Condition 2: Hypersurfaces are embeded 
in 4-dimensional spacetime with a regular 
4-geometry g: det(g)0.

 can be written in terms of  and 

F(’’)-F(’) = F = d3x X  {F, {H ,H}},
F(’’)-F(’) = F = d3x  {F, H},

 Dirac algebra

{ H (x) , H (x’) } = Dirac-Teitelboim algebra



DIRAC-TEITELBOIM ALGEBRA



Dirac quantization

H0 , Hi  GR

 H0 + Q, Hi  dBB

However,

{ H0 (x)  + Q(x) , H0 (x’) + Q(x’) }  Dirac algebra



Sub-quantum bohmian evolution: either

1) There is path dependence  prefered
foliation!

2) Stacking of 3-geometries does not yield a 
regular 4-geometry!

det(g) = 0. This selects a particular non trivial one-form or vector 
field which annihilates the metric 
             It depends on the quantum state.



V - CONCLUSION

Bell´s theorem together with experiments:
 Quantum Mechanics is non-local.

In the de Broglie-Bohm theory this non-locality
is explicit.

Is it still possible to compatibilize quantum 
mechanics with special and general relativity,
or at the fundamental level there is a special
foliation, or special vectors defining some
absloute time, absolute space, or a prefered
reference frame?


